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AMY SCHUMER LEARNS TO COOK TO PREMIERE ON FOOD NETWORK  
  

A NEW SELF-SHOT SERIES WITH CHEF AND HUSBAND CHRIS FISCHER 
  

Production Begins from Quarantine this Week on Eight-Episode Series 
 
 

NEW YORK – April 10, 2020 – Food Network has fast tracked a new culinary series featuring acclaimed stand-up comedian 
and actress Amy Schumer and her husband Chris Fischer, a professional chef specializing in farm-to-table cuisine, it was 
announced today by Courtney White, President, Food Network. Amy Schumer Learns to Cook (wt) will consist of eight, thirty-
minute episodes featuring Amy and Chris while quarantined at home, as Chris cooks-up delectable and comforting dishes in 
their home kitchen utilizing farm fresh ingredients, with Amy mixing the cocktails. The series, which will be entirely self-shot 
on location, will give a behind-the-scenes look at their life during these unprecedented times. Amy Schumer Learns to Cook 
is slated to premiere later this spring and will showcase Amy and Chris tackling relatable, culinary themes such as brunch, 
tacos, pasta night, fridge cleanup and more. 
  
“Amy and Chris will give an unprecedented look at their lives as they are quarantined in their house,” said White. “Shot entirely 
themselves, Amy’s boundless humor and Chris’ culinary skills show viewers how they navigate life while at home making the 
best of these turbulent times with some good laughs and good food.” 
  
“Chris and I are excited to make this project with Food Network combining our two passions - for Chris it’s cooking and for me, 
eating,” said Amy Schumer. “With everything going on in the world right now, we are so grateful to be able to share an 
entertaining and informative experience with viewers. And it is more important than ever to look out for one another, so Chris 
and I will be making donations to causes dear to us – The Coalition of Immokalee Workers’ Fair Food Program and select 
domestic violence organizations.” 
  
Food Network’s programming has struck a chord with audiences during these unparalleled events, delivering comfort food-
filled lineups of special premieres, timely encores and marathons of fan-favorites perfect for the entire family as viewers crave 
entertainment and inspiration for cooking at home. 
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FOOD NETWORK (www.foodnetwork.com) is a unique lifestyle network, website and magazine that connects viewers to the power and 
joy of food. The network strives to be viewers' best friend in food and is committed to leading by teaching, inspiring, empowering and 
entertaining through its talent and expertise. Food Network is distributed to nearly 100 million U.S. households and draws over 46 million 
unique web users monthly. Since launching in 2009, Food Network Magazine's rate base has grown 13 times and is the No. 2 best-selling 
monthly magazine on the newsstand, with 13.5 million readers. Food Network is owned by Discovery, Inc., a global leader in real life 
entertainment spanning 220 countries and territories; the portfolio also includes Discovery Channel, HGTV, TLC, Investigation Discovery, 
and OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network. 
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